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Higdon-type non-reflecting boundary conditions (NRBCs) are devel-
oped for the 2-D linearized Euler equations with Coriolis forces. This
implementation is applied to a simplified form of the equations, with the
NRBCs applied to all four sides of the domain. We demonstrate the va-
lidity of the NRBCs to high order. We close with a list of areas for further
research.
1 Introduction
To perform mesoscale atmospheric modeling on a computer, one imme-
diately runs into the problem of defining the computational domain. At
some point, there has to be an edge to the computational domain, but
the physical atmosphere lacks any edges. How, then, can we define a
computational boundary where no physical boundary exists? The answer
of course is to define a non-reflecting boundary condition (NRBC). How
best to define such a boundary has been an active area of research for
approximately 30 years. Ideally, an NRBC will be stable, accurate, fast,
and easy to implement; realistically, one must generally choose two or
three of those criteria, at best.
There are typically two approaches to NRBC development. The first is
to prescribe the behavior at the boundaries in such a way as to reduce any
spurious reflections. Early examples include the Sommerfeld-condition-
based work of Orlanski [26] and the Pade´ approximations of Engquist
and Majda [4, 5]. This approach was expanded by Higdon [13]-[19] and
subsequently automated by Givoli, Neta, and van Joolen [7]-[10], [29]-[32].
The Orlanski scheme and the Engquist-Majda scheme are less accurate
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than their successors; however, the Higdon scheme and its offshoots suffer
from very high computational overhead.
The second approach is to surround the domain with a more disper-
sive computational medium, so that incoming waves enter the absorbing
layer and diffuse to zero before their reflections re-enter the original do-
main. Examples include the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) developed by
Be´renger [1], applied to the linearized shallow water equations by Navon
et. al. [24] and to the linearized Euler equations by Hu [20, 21, 22], and the
sponge layer used by Giraldo and Restelli [6]. This approach requires addi-
tional storage and computation time for the expanded domain, and some
reflections are still evident when the theoretically-exact absorbing layer is
applied to a discrete computational domain. Furthermore, the absorbing
layer surrounding the computational medium precludes the possibility of
incoming waves in a nested modeling environment; the incoming waves
will be diffused to zero before they enter the computational domain.
Here we apply the Higdon scheme to the linearized Euler equations.
We take advantage of the Givoli-Neta-van Joolen automation and make
subsequent improvements to reduce the computational overhead. This
method removes approximately 97% of the Sommerfeld condition’s reflec-
tion error with only a modest increase to the computational time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we outline
the problem under consideration, the linearized Euler equations in 2-D
with no advection, solved in an infinite domain with NRBCs on all four
sides. Section 3 details the NRBCs and their application to the linearized
Euler equations. In Section 4 we derive the Klein-Gordon equation from
the linearized Euler equations with no mean flow. We discuss the finite
difference discretization for the NRBCs and the interior scheme in Sections
5 and 6, and we provide a numerical example in Section 7. We then list
some areas for further research (Section 8) and summarize our results
(Section 9).
2 Problem Statement
Consider the linearized Euler equations in an open domain. For simplic-
ity we assume that the domain has a flat bottom and that there is no
advection, although this assumption may be removed in future studies. A
Cartesian coordinate system (x, y) is introduced, as shown in Fig. 1.
The nonlinear Euler equations are
∂tρ+ ∂x(ρu) + ∂y(ρv) = 0
∂tu+ u∂xu+ v∂yu+ 1ρ∂xp = fv
∂tv + u∂xv + v∂yv + 1ρ∂yp = −fu
∂tp+ u∂xp+ v∂yp+ γp(∂xu+ ∂yv) = 0,
(1)














Figure 1: An open domain Ω truncated by artificial boundaries ΓN , ΓW , ΓS ,
and ΓE
and t denotes the time, u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) the unknown velocities
in the x and y directions, ρ(x, y, t) the density, p(x, y, t) the pressure, f
the constant Coriolis acceleration due to the Earth’s rotation, and γ =
cp/cv the constant ratio of specific heats. Linearizing these equations
about mean zero velocities, constant mean density ρ0 and constant mean
pressure p0 (see, e.g., [20] or [23]), we get:








∂yp = −fu (2c)
∂tp+ γp0(∂xu+ ∂yv) = 0 . (2d)
It can be shown that a single boundary condition must be imposed
along the entire boundary to obtain a well-posed problem. At nx→∞ the
solution is known to be bounded and not to include any incoming waves.
To complete the statement of the problem, initial values for u, v, p and ρ
are given at time t = 0 in the entire domain.
We now truncate the infinite domain by introducing an artificial bound-
ary Γ, with ΓN located at y = yN , ΓW located at x = xW , ΓS located
at y = yS , and ΓE located at x = xE (see dotted lines in Figure 1). To
obtain a well-posed problem in the finite domain Ω we need, instead of
the condition at infinity, a single boundary condition on each of the ar-
tificial boundaries ΓN,W,S,E . This should be a Non-Reflecting Boundary
Condition (NRBC). We shall apply a high-order NRBC for the variables,
as described in the following section.
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3 Higdon-type NRBCs
On the artificial boundaries Γ we use one of the Higdon NRBCs [19].
These NRBCs were presented and analyzed in a sequence of papers [13],
[15]-[18] for non-dispersive acoustic and elastic waves, and were extended
in [19] for dispersive waves. Their main advantages are as follows:
1. The Higdon NRBCs are very general, namely they apply to a variety
of wave problems, in one, two, and three dimensions and in various
configurations.
2. They form a sequence of NRBCs of increasing order. This enables
one, in principle (leaving implementational issues aside for the mo-
ment), to obtain solutions with unlimited accuracy.
3. The Higdon NRBCs can be used, without any difficulty, for dis-
persive wave problems and for problems in stratified media. Most
other available NRBCs are either designed for non-dispersive me-
dia (as in acoustics and electromagnetics) or are of low order (as in
meteorology and oceanography).
The scheme used here is different than the original Higdon scheme [19]
in the following ways:
1. The discrete Higdon conditions were developed in the literature up
to third order only, because of their algebraic complexity which
increases rapidly with the order. Givoli and Neta [8] showed how
to easily implement these conditions to an arbitrarily high order.
The scheme is coded once and for all for any order; the order of the
scheme is simply an input parameter.
2. The original Higdon conditions were applied to the Klein-Gordon
linear wave equation and to the elastic equations. Here we show
how to apply them to the linearized Euler equations (2).
3. The Higdon NRBCs involve some parameters which must be cho-
sen. Higdon [19] discusses some general guidelines for their manual
a priori choice by the user. Neta et. al. [25] showed how a simple
choice for these parameters can dramatically simplify the calcula-
tions and enable implementation of NRBCs of much higher order
with less computational overhead.







η = 0 on ΓE , (3)
where η represents any one of the state variables ρ, u, v, p. Here, the Cj
are parameters which have to be chosen and which signify phase speeds
in the x-direction. The boundary condition (3) is exact for all waves that
propagate with an x-direction phase speed equal to any of C1 . . . CJ . This
is easy to see from the reflection coefficient (see below). For the boundary
ΓW we replace ∂x by −∂x. Likewise, on ΓN,S we use ±∂y. Givoli and
Neta [8] and Dea et. al. [2] summarize several observations about these
NRBCs, most of which we omit here for brevity. One point is worth
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repeating: For the Klein-Gordon equation, Higdon showed [19] that the








where Cx is the wave speed in the x direction. Note that this reflec-
tion coefficient is a product of J factors, each of which is less than one.
Consequently, increasing the order J of the NRBC will result in reduced
reflections, even if the Cj values are suboptimal. We will take advantage
of this fact when we discuss the NRBC discretization in Sec. 5, where we
show that a certain choice of Cj can reduce the computational complexity
from O(3J) to O(J2).
4 Equivalence of Linearized Euler Equa-
tions and Klein-Gordon Equation
Higdon showed in [19] that this NRBC formulation is compatible with the
Klein-Gordon (dispersive wave) equation
∂2t η − C20∇2η + f2η = 0 , (5)
Hence, if we can show that (2) is equivalent to (5), we can claim that this
NRBC formulation will be stable here.
Differentiate (2d) with respect to t
∂ttp+ γp0(∂xtu+ ∂ytv) = 0 . (6)





(∂xxp+ ∂yyp) = f (∂xv − ∂yu) . (7)




(∂xxp+ ∂yyp) + fγp0 (∂xv − ∂yu) = 0 . (8)
Differentiate (2b) with respect to y and (2c) with respect to x and subtract
∂ytu− ∂xtv = f (∂yv + ∂xu) . (9)
Combine terms to get
∂xu+ ∂yv = −
1
f
∂t (∂xv − ∂yu) . (10)




∂t (∂xv − ∂yu) . (11)
Integrate (11) with respect to time to get
f (p− p0) = γp0 (∂xv − ∂yu) . (12)
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∇2p+ f2(p− p0) = 0 , (13)
which gives us the Klein-Gordon equation for the pressure perturbation
p− p0 with wave speed

γp0/ρ0.
5 Discretization of NRBCs
The Higdon conditionHJ is a product of J operators of the form ∂t+Cj∂x.








In (14), δt and δx are, respectively, the time-step size and grid spacing in
the x direction, I is the identity operator, and S−t and S
−
x are backward












Here and elsewhere, ηnpq is the FD approximation of η(x, y, t) at grid point











ηnEq = 0 . (16)
Here, the index E corresponds to a grid point on the boundary ΓE . On the
other open boundaries, the normal derivatives and shift operators should
be adjusted accordingly.
Givoli and Neta [8] showed how to implement the Higdon NRBCs to
any order using a simple algorithm. Their algorithm requires the summa-
tion of O(3J) terms. However, if we make the simplification
Cj ≡ C0 ∀ j ∈ 1 . . . J, (17)
then we can simplify the summation to
Z ≡
i
















Eq = 0 , (18)





α = J − β − γ .
This summation consists of only O(J2) terms, reducing the computational
time considerably. As shown in the discussion of the reflection coefficient
in Sec. 3, this choice of Cj will be less accurate than an optimized selection
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of Cj ’s based on dispersive wave speeds; however, the results will still
improve as we increase our order J . We accept the slight loss of accuracy
in exchange for the significant increase in speed. Note also that the J = 1
case, with this choice of Cj , is the classic Sommerfeld radiation condition.
We choose this particular NRBC wave speed as a middle ground between
the phase speeds of the dispersive waves and the lowered normal velocities
associated with non-zero incidence angles.
6 Discretization in the Interior
We consider explicit FD interior discretization schemes for the linearized
Euler equations (2) to be used in conjunction with the HJ condition. The
interaction between the HJ condition and the interior scheme is a source
of concern, since simple choices for an explicit interior scheme turn out to
give rise to instabilities. The effort to contrive a compatible discretization
scheme was described in [2] for the linearized Euler equations without
Coriolis. There, we used a one-sided differencing scheme for the interior,
such that the discretized system was equivalent to the standard second-
order centered-difference scheme for the scalar wave equation in p, which
Higdon proved in [19] was compatible with the NRBC formulation. How-
ever, subsequent work has shown that adding the Coriolis terms to this
scheme results in a system which cannot be converted to the Klein-Gordon
equation. Hence, another approach is needed.
Let us reconsider a second-order centered-difference (leap-frog) scheme,
ηI(a) ≈ η(a+ δa)− η(a− δa)
2δa
. (19)
where η denotes any of our four state variables, and a denotes any of our
spatial or temporal variables. Using the shift operator notation from the





a ∈ {x, y, t} .
From this definition, we propose the following discretization scheme for
(2):








∆yp = −fu (21c)
∆tp+ γp0 (∆xu+∆yv) = 0 . (21d)
Apply ∆x to (21b), ∆y to (21c), ∆t to (21d), and make the appropriate




(∆x∆xp+∆y∆yp)− fγp0 (∆xv −∆yu) . (22)
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If f = 0, then this discretization is equivalent to a scalar wave discretiza-
tion. Hence, in the absence of Coriolis forces, the discretization scheme
(21) is compatible with the discrete Higdon NRBCs (as modified below).
Continuing our derivation, we apply∆y to (21b) and∆x to (21c), then
subtract and combine terms to get
∆t (∆yu−∆xv) = f (∆yv +∆xu) . (23)
We then substitute (21d) into this result to get












= 0 . (25)
Thus, the quantity inside the brackets is constant from one time step to
the next. Since this equation applies to our initial state, then the quantity





(∆x∆xp+∆y∆yp)− f2p . (26)
If we expand our ∆[x,y,t] symbols into their corresponding shift operators
and apply them to the state variable p, we see that (26) is actually






pni+2,j − 2pni,j + pni−2,j
(2δx)2
+
pni,j+2 − 2pni,j + pni,j−2
(2δy)2
}
− f2pni,j . (27)
This equation is the standard second-order centered-difference scheme for
the Klein-Gordon equation on a double-sized grid. Hence, the appropriate









Let us consider a simple numerical example. We look at a square domain
10 km on each side, subdividing it into a 100×100 computational domain
with the Higdon-like NRBCs on all four sides (see Fig. 1). We define the
NRBC for all four state variables, because we use a centered-difference
discretization. A one-sided discretization scheme would enable us to use
a natural boundary condition on one side or another, but previous exper-
iments have shown that such a scheme is unstable.
Using a mean atmoshperic density of 1.2
kg
m3 and pressure of 1.01 ×
105 Nm2 [12], a Coriolis value of f = 7.292116 × 10−5 rads [28], and zero
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(x− xC)2 + (y − yC)2
r = 1 km ,
and xC and yC denote the center of the domain. The initial condition for
ρ is chosen to maintain constant potential temperature with the pressure
perturbation [3]. For comparison, our reference solution domain is 30 km
wide and 30 km high, with the domain of interest in the center. We define













where Nx, Ny are the number of grid points in the x and y directions,
respectively, ηJ is a solution state variable using the J-order NRBC, and
η0 is the reference solution. We divide by the norm of η0 so that the
error norms of each state variable are approximately the same order of
magnitude. Our time step is set to 90% of the maximum δt allowed by












≤ 1 , (31)
where C0 =

γp0/ρ0 is the acoustic wave speed. Using the discretization
scheme (21), we run the simulation up to t = 24, long enough for the
primary wave to exit the computational domain with the wave trough
just passing through the corners. Figs. 2—5 show the four state variables
at the end of the run for J = 10. Fig. 6 compares the state variable u at
the end of the J = 1 and J = 10 cases; note the dramatic reduction in
spurious reflection in the J = 10 case. Table 1 and Fig. 7 shows the
error norms (30) for each state variable as J goes from 1 to 10.
One note about the time step: We have found experimentally that if
δt is set to exactly the CFL limit, then the error norm for J = 10 is only
approximately 55% the J = 1 error norm. On the other hand, if we use
exactly half the CFL limit for our δt, then the error norm reduction is on
the order of 99.5%. We chose 90% of the maximum δt as a compromise
between increased accuracy and increased time step size.
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Figure 2: The solution for the density ρ using J = 10. (TL) Computed solution
using NRBCs. (Right) Reference solution. (CL) Reference solution domain
corresponding to NRBC solution domain. (BL) Delta between computed and
reference solutions, with error norm computed by (30).
8 Areas for Further Research
The preceding example demonstrates, in a limited setting, that high-order
Higdon NRBCs are compatible with the linearized Euler equations. How-
ever, there are far more areas to explore in this implementation. The
following list shows some of the areas available for future research, some
of which are currently under investigation by the authors:
1. Thorough investigation of the long-time stability for large J .
2. Extending the scheme to the case of the linearized Euler equations
with a nonzero mean flow (advection).
3. Extending the scheme to include the effects of gravity (in the xz
plane).
10
Figure 3: The solution for the x-direction velocity u using J = 10. (TL) Com-
puted solution using NRBCs. (Right) Reference solution. (CL) Reference so-
lution domain corresponding to NRBC solution domain. (BL) Delta between
computed and reference solutions, with error norm computed by (30).
4. Implementing the scheme with auxiliary variables, using finite dif-
ferences and finite elements, using both the Givoli-Neta AV formu-
lation [10] and the Hagstrom-Warburton variation [11].
5. Extending the scheme to permit incoming waves, for example, in a
nested mesoscale model.
6. Experimenting with the use of the NRBC with the nonlinear Euler
equations (1) in the computational domain. (Need to find a stable
interior scheme-NRBC combination.).
9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that Higdon-type NRBCs are compatible
with the linearized Euler equations with Coriolis and zero mean flow.
These NRBCs provide greater accuracy (reduced spurious reflection) than
11
Figure 4: The solution for the y-direction velocity v using J = 10. (TL) Com-
puted solution using NRBCs. (Right) Reference solution. (CL) Reference so-
lution domain corresponding to NRBC solution domain. (BL) Delta between
computed and reference solutions, with error norm computed by (30).
the basic Sommerfeld boundary condition. A prototypical implementation
was developed, and a numerical example demonstrating the capabilities
of the scheme was provided.
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